Full list of events: Sara Sheridan, critically acclaimed, bestselling writer

“Sara’s versatility marks
her out among writers… she
brings both gravitas and
sparkle to her platform
appearances.”
Anne Brown, Founding
Chairman of the Board,
Wigtown Book Festival
“Accessible, intelligent
writing"
Cultural Enterprise
Scotland
Sara is comfortable on stage and is experienced in traditional book events for
bookshops, libraries, book festivals, all kinds of academic institutions and corporate
clients. She has worked with a variety of chairpeople and performs well on her own as
well as part of a panel.
In addition to traditional book events about a particular title Sara also offers the
following formats:
Talks:
“Her relaxed manner works well in any setting.”
Annie Bell, Head of Reader Development, Edinburgh
Library Service
1 History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme
This is a unique insight into what attracted Sara to write
historical fiction and reflects her passion for delving into
archive material. In telling her personal story, Sara tackles
the impact history has on our lives today and why it’s
important to communicate it. Covering archive material
from the early Empire, the importance of historical objects
(and their value) and the main approaches writers can take
to communicating their knowledge, this talk adapts easily
to different audiences, drawing on Sara’s wide research
and practical experience as both a storyteller and an
historian.
2 1950s
‘I didn’t expect to be impassioned by the 1950s as a period but once I started to look
into it, the Nifty Fifties were riveting’. Sara covers the post-War Austerity era and

talks about how it captured her imagination and why. From rationing, to the role of
women, to the birth of the swinging 60s this is an entertaining and engaging look at
the background to The Mirabelle Bevan Mysteries.
3 How to be a Lady
‘History is moving, but it’s not half as moving as Herstory’
This talk looks at the role of women from the mid 17th century into the early 20th
century, why social status was important and how the terms of ‘being a lady’
changed, the women who pushed and ultimately altered those boundaries and why
female material is so hard to come by. Female historical stories are an echo that
resounds in our world today.
This talk is given with slides so the venue must be able to accommodate that.
4 Why Bother with Books?
Looking at the roots of the publication industry from the earliest days of illuminated
manuscripts, through the Caxton press, the advent of the Penguin paperback and into
the digital age, Sara asks who controls what we read and where does the balance of
literary power reside. In the fast changing environment of today’s book industry,
some of her conclusions are surprising!
5 My Writing Life In Poetry
“For me, poetry is word heroin.”
On a trip through Sara’s favourite poetry, she talks about inspiration, the conflict
between commercial and literary writing, the importance of narrative drive and
emerging writer/reading relationships in the light of the digital reading revolution.
This event requires the host to provide a chairperson.
“Our audience loved her – our visitor is filled with
comments about how they could have listened to
her for hours”
Lynne McNicoll, Co-founder of children’s charity,
It’s Good 2 Give
Food/Entertainment events
1 Sara is an accomplished after meal speaker and in
the last year has spoken at charity, community and
corporate events including afternoon teas, lunches,
cocktails and dinner. Sara is available for corporate
events – please ask for a corporate brochure.
2 Tea tasting with Erica Moore (Eteaket) or Kate Gover (Lahloo)
The event comprises a discussion of Robert Fortune’s excursion into Chinese tea
plantations in the early 1840s and a tutored tasting of Chinese teas that are produced
today in the same regions. Tying in with Sara’s novel ‘The Secret Mandarin’ this is a

great introduction to the subject – a fascinating mixture of fact and fiction. For special
events (Xmas/Mothers Day) shops sometimes create a gift pack of book/caddy of
Chinese tea that has proved popular.
“She’s a great storyteller.”
Managing Director, Avon Books, Harpercollins
Specialist conversations
1 Sara Sheridan and Syd House
Discussing Victorian plant hunters, Robert Fortune (the
subject of Sara’s ‘The Secret Mandarin’) and David
Douglas (the subject of Syd’s ‘David Douglas’) This
conversation includes a wealth of historical detail as
well as a comparison of styles that use research material
for both fiction and non-fiction.
2 Sara Sheridan and Stuart Clarke
Discussing using historical research in fiction and
particularly scientific or technical detail. This conversation discusses writing in
different time periods, research constraints and how to communicate (as two selfconfessed ‘swots’) with a general audience.
Seminars:
“Sara’s enthusiasm for her subject in an honest
and above all entertaining way brought history to
life.”
Karen Millhouse, Derbyshire Archive and Library
Service
“Sara Sheridan is definitely one of the best
speakers on writing we've had the pleasure to
listen to. Not only does she know what she's
talking about, but she imparts her knowledge with
eloquence, humour and grace.”
Charlotte Johnson, Chair, Skye Reading Room &
presenter of CuillinFM's Reading Room Radio
Show
These are popular at Book Festivals, with academic institutions and with creative
writing courses of all kinds. They are designed to be an in depth, professional view of
trade issues.
1 Narrative drive and publication
Come along to this seminar for top tips about narrative drive - the art of getting
readers to turn the page - vital to getting your book published. Sara will also give an
insight into the world of publication, what manuscripts are chosen and why, plus other

insider information. If you're serious about publication or just intrigued as to how the
industry works, this is the seminar for you!
2 The Literary Bootcamp: diagnostic tools to understand why you can’t finish writing
your book.
If you're finding it difficult to complete that book, this is the seminar for you. Taking
you through a range of planning techniques and dealing with the thorny subject of
inspiration, author Sara Sheridan helps you make a plan that will set you scribbling.
All writers write differently – let's find out how you do it.
3 PR for writers
Bestselling writer Sara Sheridan (author of Brighton Belle and The Secret Mandarin)
gives an informative talk on Marketing for Writers, covering what you need to know
about pr for both your work and yourself, online and off. This talk is aimed at
fledgling writers as well as more experienced practitioners and is full of hints and tips
to help promote your career.
Handouts must be provided to audience members for this seminar.
4 Epublishing
The fast-paced world of e-publishing can seem intimidating if you're thinking of
making your work available online. In this seminar bestselling writer Sara Sheridan
(author of Brighton Belle and The Secret Mandarin and Society of Authors in
Scotland committee member) will present a simple 'how to' approach to making your
work available online to readers as well as giving insider, industry information to
demystify the process. Sara will also give hints and tips to help you make a success of
e-publication.
5 Historical research
In this seminar bestselling historical novelist Sara Sheridan covers the larger issues
around historical research and provides handy practical approaches to the study of an
era or a particular subject. This seminar is designed to be useful for those writing
fiction or drama in any era.
6 Sara is available for an all day Everything You Need To Know session, covering
diagnostics for writing technique issues, publication, pr and general advice about the
life of a professional writer.
Events for Children
Sara talks regularly to school groups. Her children’s
picture book ‘I’m Me’ is popular with younger kids and
she can provide draw-on sheets for classes, that tie in
with the National Curriculum’s syllabus on Personal
Identity.
For book festivals Sara has developed an I’m Me event
in tandem with dancer Skye Reynolds, which works well
for younger audiences. The event in interactive and
comprises dance, music and story.

For older children Sara talks about the Industrial Revolution and the Enlightenment as
well as the Age of Exploration that ran alongside the changes within the UK. This talk
has a particular emphasis on Scotland’s contribution to the period.
For charges, please get in touch – different events are different. More testimonials on
request. Contact office@sarasheridan.com or call 07748961777.

